RYAN MATTHEWS
Dog Trainer . Inspirational Speaker . Best Selling Author

- Over 3,000 Dogs Trained
- 99% Success Rate
- Former Army K-9 Handler

www.WorldOfDogTraining.com
My purpose in life is to share my gifts and talents with as many people and dogs as possible. I want to positively transform lives.

- Ryan Matthews
Ryan Matthews is a decorated veteran who trained elite Army K-9s and then became a civilian dog-trainer using his proven formula to train over 3,000 dogs. He earned almost $1,000,000 in 2½ years. Ryan is passionate about bridging the gap of communication between dogs and their owners.

Despite Ryan’s overwhelming success building a dog-training empire, he felt like a failure. As a self-professed workaholic, Ryan put all his energy and focus into his work rather than into himself. After years battling childhood trauma and combat PTSD, the result was multiple life-threatening diagnoses and a near-death experience. Through self-discovery, Ryan has transformed his life and has made it his mission to help others rid themselves of pain and thrive to live their best lives.

Author of The Canine Connection and The Art of Dog Training, Ryan is an inspirational speaker who talks about PTSD and transformation. His TEDx talk is called “Overcoming PTSD with Dog Training Techniques.” Ryan developed an eLearning platform with over 100 online lessons for dog owners to continue their learning at their own pace and on their own schedule.
Keynotes & Workshops
Ryan's programs can be completely customized to your audience, event, and theme.

Transform Your Dog's Behavior with the Core 4

Did you know that 80% of the way your dog communicates is non-verbal? It's not about what you say, it's about what you do! Discover the secrets to getting the behavior you want from your dog. Ryan Matthews has developed a proven formula that works for any dog, any issue, and any breed. His Core 4, also known as RCTR, is an easy-to-follow approach that you can implement immediately. This session will teach you how to:

* Discover what your dog’s body language means.
* Communicate with your dog without ever saying a word.
* Enjoy your time with your dog whether at home, at a cafe, at the park, around distractions, or with family and friends.
* Teach your dog any trick or behavior with the Core 4 system.
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What Your Dog's Behavior Says about You

Your dog’s behavior says a lot about your current mental state. Using a gentle approach, Ryan Matthews deciphers your dog’s psychology by studying its behavior to bridge the gap between the dog’s behavior and your leadership, confidence, and ability to step into your power. In this session, you will learn how to:

* Be a more confident dog owner, in any situation.
* Be the leader your dog wants you to be.
* Feel empowered to take action not only with your dog but also in your personal life.
* Be proactive and not reactive in life.
* Make the connection between observing your dog’s behavior and giving a self-assessment of your own well being.
Believe it or not dogs are constantly showing us how to live an incredible life. Sometimes the answers to happiness are right in front of us, but we don’t always have the awareness to recognize it. Learn from former elite Army K-9 handler turned celebrity dog trainer, Ryan Matthews how to embrace the amazing life lessons dogs teach us on a daily basis. Ryan will teach you how to up-level your relationships (unconditional love), tap into unwavering focus, experience richer moments day in and day out. He will give real-life examples to which any dog enthusiast can relate while highlighting key life lessons we can learn from dogs. Through this cutting-edge approach you will confidently:

* Increase your focus of important projects.
* Tap into being more present in all that you do.
  * Lead with the heart and not the head.
* Have excitement and be likable in social settings.
  * Take your relationships to new heights.
"I had the pleasure of enjoying a very well composed, funny and engaging speech by Ryan Matthews. His ease and mannerisms were authentic, genuine and truly enjoyable to experience. He has a great speaking voice that is natural and entertaining. If you haven't already, book Ryan for your next speaking engagement, you won't regret it."

- Felicity Pringle,
  Queen of Rock & Roll, Musician, Author, Grammy Foundation Member
“Ryan Matthews is exceptionally professional, full of energy, and a pleasure to work with. I admire his ability to engage his audience, and it is apparent that he is influential to his listeners. He truly makes a difference in the lives of others, and his messages are more than impactful! If resiliency and perseverance are your topics, Ryan is the one to deliver a speech!”

- Sandee Mendelson

“I had the privilege of hearing Ryan Matthews speak. He is a talented speaker with the ability to move his audience. His delivery is personal and his message is impactful.”

- Turk Akbay
  Speaker, Uplifter, Consultant
Publication

- **The Art of Dog Training**
- **Warrior Soul**: Dog Redemption
- **I Am Badass**: 5 Tools to Transform your Life from Rock Bottom to the Conscious State of Love
- **Beyond Homo Sapien**: How Ryan Matthews Overcame Cancer, PTSD, A Heart Attack, Divorce, Jail and More

Podcasts & Radio

- **Reinvention Radio**: Reinventing Dog Training: Making Your Good Dog a Great Dog
- **Active Duty Passive Income**: From Dog Training to Real Estate Investing and How to Trade Cars for Land

eLearning & Personal Coaching Services

- 24/7 On Demand Access
  - Any Dog
  - Any Breed
  - Any Issue
  - Anywhere
  - Anytime

Contact Information:
Ryan@WorldOfDogTraining.com | 844.448.3647
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Facebook: /iamRyanMatthews
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